
The A Level Mindset
Biology

VISION

What is the purpose of studying Biology at A level? How might an A level Biology student change the world?

Biologists are working to solve the biggest challenges currently faced by people and the planet - fighting disease,
protecting the environment and feeding our growing population.

● Answering fundamental questions about life
● Understanding the relatedness of life
● Providing answers to large scale problems
● Explaining how the human body works and why it sometimes doesn’t
● Improving the standard of living for people across the world
● Saving lives
● Helping to maintain the diversity of the natural world
● Travelling the world
● Understanding the brain
● Helping elite athletes break world records
● Advising the government
● https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/sbwebsite/Becoming%20a%20Biologist%20-%20Degrees%20and%20Car

eers%20in%20Biology.pdf

A good Biologist will….
● Recognise and use correctly the command words in the questions
● Use data in the question accurately and in full to analyse results
● Calculate accurately, using correct units and a suitable number of significant figures
● Have well developed practical skills, allowing methods to be adapted safely and logically to obtain reliable and

accurate data
● Recognise links between different areas of the course, in questions and in answers
● Understand the need to think synoptically when answering essay questions
● Have a big picture in their mind of how the course fits together
● Ask questions
● Be in awe of the way organisms function!

I can find out more about the context of Biology by:
● Going to the library and reading New Scientist, newspaper articles, Biological Sciences Review
● Keeping a record of reading - brief outlines of findings and how they would fit into the course
● Keeping a list of ideas for ‘beyond the specification’ topics for the paper 3 essay
● http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/science_and_environment
● http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/health
● https://www.newscientist.com/
● BBC Radio 4 Inside Science - also has a website and podcasts as well as the live show

EFFORT

Proactive work in Biology
looks like this:

Content
● Adding to lesson notes using the textbook and Kerboodle
● Using the AQA website:

http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/science/as-and-a-level/biology-7401-7402
● Using resources on Google Team Science Students - lesson powerpoints include

extra practice relevant to a specific topic

https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/sbwebsite/Becoming%20a%20Biologist%20-%20Degrees%20and%20Careers%20in%20Biology.pdf
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/sbwebsite/Becoming%20a%20Biologist%20-%20Degrees%20and%20Careers%20in%20Biology.pdf
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/science_and_environment
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/health
https://www.newscientist.com/
http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/science/as-and-a-level/biology-7401-7402


Assessment
● Reviewing all the possible points on a mark scheme and adding them in, even if you

got full marks
● Reading the additional guidance on the mark scheme to recognise common

misconceptions
● Analysing assessed exam questions for marks lost: maths, accuracy of language,

recall, using data, application of knowledge, synoptic skills
● Doing a specific follow up task after this analysis e.g. create a summary, try another

maths question, make a glossary

Extension and thinking skills
● List 5 words which encompass all of Biology! Then use these to develop mind maps

covering the whole course!
● How can things that are so small i.e. molecules, lead to a fully functioning human

and the consciousness we experience?
● How do ecosystems balance themselves despite being in constant flux?
● How did life begin?
● How have humans evolved?
● What will the planet look like in 1000 years?
● Which is the most important molecule for life?
● Will we ever conquer disease?

PRACTICE

Examples of good content
activities in Biology
include:

● Reading notes after lessons
● Condensing into revision notes
● Adding extra details from textbook e.g. extension reading, practical links
● Creating a glossary of key words

Examples of good skills
activities in Biology
include:

● Practical skills
○ Reviewing all practical work before all assessments
○ Using teacher feedback to identify areas for improvement before

attempting the next practical
○ Reading the practical competencies before the lesson
○ Practising exam questions which relate to methods and procedures and

making flow maps of the stages using the mark schemes
○ Making a glossary of keywords using the practical handbook e.g. accuracy,

reliability, precision, validity
● Mathematical skills

○ Using the textbook to review the GCSE skills which are needed in A level
Biology

○ Using past papers to practise using the data carefully in questions, and
converting between units

○ Reviewing the statistical tests and making a guide to which one to use when
○ Changing the numbers in a question and then trying it again

Examples of good
feedback activities to help
develop synoptic skills in
Biology include:

● Using the chapter maps to highlight links to other topics and to organise notes into
an order that flows

● Using margin of class notes to highlight areas where there is a link to another topic,
not waiting for the teacher to tell you

● Creating mind maps of topics with links to other mind maps to visualise the holistic
nature of the course

● Highlighting exam questions which draw from other topics and identifying common
links between topics e.g. proteins and enzymes and gene technology

● Making your own essay titles using the specification topic headings e.g. “Organisms
respond to their environment” = topic heading. Essay = this heading following by
“Discuss the ways plants and animals do this”

ATTITUDE

The Biology department wants to  be a part of your support network!  If you have questions or are seeking guidance, you
can find us by attending surgery in T002 Wednesday lunchtime, emailing your teachers, asking for a subject mentor,
reviewing the resources on Google Drive and Kerboodle.




